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It looks like more Kardashian exes are after Jordyn Woods!
Model, Woods was seen partying at a Houston nightclub with NBA
player  James  Harden,  according  to  People.com.  Celebrity
exes Khloe and Harden ended things three years ago, but after
Khloe’s baby daddy Tristan Thompson made moves on Woods, the
tensions between the superstar family and Jordyn over exes are
high. Woods seems to be attracting all the same men as the
Kardashian sisters, as she was spotted with Kim‘s ex Ray J as
well. Though Woods claims she’s as sorry and apologetic as she
can be, Khloe maintains she never wants to see her again.
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In celebrity news, Jordyn Woods may
be asking for more drama with Khloe
Kardashian.  What  are  some  basic
rules  when  it  comes  to  friends’
exes?

Cupid’s Advice:

According to Khloe Kardashian, her friendship with Woods is
totally over. Yet with feelings still webbed between the two
and their exes, does girl code still apply? Here are the laws
of the land when interacting with a friend’s ex:

1. Not too friendly: Unless this ex was part of the friend
group before your bestie started dating them, it’s best to
pull  back  from  that  budding  friendship.  Don’t  go  around
commenting on their Instagram posts and bar hopping with them.
It’s better to let your friend know they’re your number one.
This doesn’t mean you have to hit the unfollow button or that
you can’t be social at parties. Just try not to be their
closest confidant.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Vanderpump Rules’ Stars Tom
Schwartz & Katie Maloney Get Official Marriage License in
Vegas 2 Years After Wedding

2. Dating an ex?: You two really clicked and they might be,
like, the love of your life. That doesn’t make the situation
as less tricky. Parse out if you really have feelings for this
ex, that go beyond lust. Then if you’re sure you need to be
with them, go to your friend first. This doesn’t mean you’ll
be free and clear from any negative fall out, but your friend
will respect that you didn’t go behind their back.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Camila Cabello Opens Up About
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Anxiety Struggles

3. Take your friend’s side: Even if you don’t agree with their
bitching they likely need to vent about the relationship.
Don’t use this time to point out that their ex wasn’t all the
bad. After the breakup let your friend blow off steam for the
first few weeks. After that if they’re still bitter, let them
know it’s not benefiting them to fret over the past.

How do you support your friend when you like their ex? Share
in the comments below!
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